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n the country in relation to the requirements of trade and industry, including the main
Industry of Agricalture. The Commission presented in 1927 a very full and informing
report, and its conclusions ought to be of special features of economic and pocial reeemblance.
The Commission lays great stress on the need for securing a sound and uniform
foundation tor the system of technical education, which roust bs laid in the primary
school, and hoHs that it is essential that the youth of the country should have completed
in the 6th standard a definite minimum programme on which snbarqnent instruction can
be based. This is followed by a recommendation for the introduction of continuation schools
and classes, attendanca at w,hich, wholetime or part-time according to circumstance,
should be compulsory up to the age of 16 years. The programme of thess schools should
be distinguished from that of technical schools and should take into account the special
circumstances of town and country life. Technical education should start after the con-
tinuation school period, an i should taka various forms, part-time or whole-tim*, day or
evening classes, according to the specific conditions of apprenticeship in different trades.
It is interesting to note that among the occupations for which they suggest special
training ara not merely Agriculture and the usual industries, but also hotel and restaurant
work. This was taken up by the Commission for active conai ieration because gooi hotel
service was essential to the successful development of a tourist traffic The lesson for
India ia obvious. India is becoming a great favourit*5 of tourists, and probably would
become much more so if improved facilities of travel were created iu the shape of better
hotel accommodation ; and the people of the country would be richer if they engaged
more than they do in this business.
System of "Education in India.
We nw come to an  examination of the system of education in India in the light of
the foregoing observations.    Like several other things in   India,  the system  of education
contains  both indigenous and imported elements.    We have the survivals of the indigenous
system in the Pathsala, Maktabs and  Madrasae,   in  which  e iucatioa  ia entirely  literary
and  some  time   theological.   Primary  Education,  or  " mass education" as  the Hartog
Committee prefer  to  call  it,  is  essential  for the  construction of any superstructure of
general or vocational edncation in any  country, and  the  Committee  bring out the fact
that  the  present   organization  of   primary  education  is  both  inadequate and wasteful,
They show  clearly  that  whereas  the main  educational  problem at the secondary stage
should be to provide varied forms of training for  life  and  employment suitable for largs
numbers  of boys  of varied  attainments and circumstances, u all sections of the community
with their different occupations, traditions and outlook, and with their different  ambitions
and  aptitudes  have  little,  if  any,  choice  of  the  type  of school to which they will send
their children.  In fact, the present type of High and Middle English School has established
itself  so strongly   that other  forms of education are opposed or mistrusted."    They deplore
the  fact that '* there   is  nothing  corresponding  to the  exodus to the English Secondary
Schools into either practical life  or  into  vocational  institutions."   The inevitable result
follows that  a  large  number  of  boys  are  wanting  time and  money by following the
existing  courses  in  secondary   classes.    It should  ba added,  however,  in   fairness that
some effort has been made in the direction of an alteration in  the curricula by provision
for  vocational  and   manual  instruction  in the  Secondary  school system,   Instruction is
now provided in some kind of manual work,  such as  wood  work,  carpentry,  metal  work,
agriculture,  tailoring, engraving,  rattan work, spinning, book-binding, dyeing, sericulture,
market-gardening, horticulture, mica work, smithy, coir woik and printing,
It is not only the inadequacy of the provision for vacational branches of education
that calls for comment but also the lack of appreciation as to the place of such institutions
in the educational organization of the country. On the plane of university education,
the Committee draw attention to the well-known fact that '* the universities and colleges
of India are at present turning out a large number of graduates who cannot find employ-
ment," and with regard to the uncritical proposals for extension of technical training
of the university standard, which is far more expensive than literary training, they feel
bonnd to point out that " the training of technical exparts only creates more unemployed
unless there are industries to absorb them." We all know o* the sad fate of young men
who have returned home after a laborious and expensive course in some branches o£
Technology oxily to find that there are no industries to absorb them.
It is perhaps not fair to be unduly harsh in our criticism of the Indian educational
system. Not only was it a great experiment in the unknown, the pouring of new wine
into old bottles, but it must also be said that till recently the problem of unemployment
was not so acute among the products of the schools and colleges. Further, it is only in
fehe last twenty-five years or so that even Western countries have come to appreciate the
need for an organized attempt to impart vocational education. The fact that the evil

